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MENDOZA with ‘Estancia Los Chulengos’ 

 DAY 01: MENDOZA  

Arrival at the Airport and transfer to the hotel. Flight must arrive early in the morning 
 
The city of Mendoza is the capital of the homonymous province and one of the most visited 
destinations in the region of Cuyo. The gateway to visit Mendoza's landscapes. 
 
City and park tour- Half day 
The tourist circuit of the city and its surroundings allows you to get in touch with a modern city, 
known for its trees, its wide paths and its cleanliness. This tour illustrates about the history and 
culture of a people with indigenous Huarpe and Inca origins, and the colonizers more than four 
centuries ago. 
The tour includes places such as La Alameda, the Foundation Area (Pedro del Castillo Square), the 
Aquarium, the Serpentarium, the main avenues of the microcenter, Independence Square, the 
Memorial, the Civic Neighborhood and Emilio Civit Avenue, through which you can reach the 
General San Martín Park through the Gates, with its almost 600 forested hectares. 
 

 Operational data: 
Duration: 4 hours (50 kilometers). 
 

 
 
 
Return and night at the hotel. 
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 DAY 02: MENDOZA 

Breakfast at the hotel. 
 
‘Alta montaña’ by the river- Full day 
The traditional excursion for the whole year is the one that goes from Mendoza to the border with 
Chile, through excellent paved routes on the side of the road that borders and goes up the 
Mendoza River. 
 
During the tour, it is possible to appreciate the giant Potrerillos Dam. 
Further on, in Puente Del Inca at 2,720 meters above the sea level, the Cuevas River has pierced 
the mountain forming a natural bridge at the edge of which there are thermal waters. A short 
distance from the border, a magnificent natural viewpoint allows us to appreciate the splendor of   
Aconcagua, with 6,960 meters of height. An unpaved road that starts from the International Route 
makes it possible to go some kilometres into the beautiful Horcones Lagoon and the Aconcagua 
Provincial Park. 

 
 
Following the International Route, there is the Horcones customs complex and a few kilometers 
ahead, already on the border with Chile, the town of Las Cuevas built following an European style, 
at 3,200 meters above sea level. 
Between Las Cuevas and the international tunnel that leads to Chile there is a route that, if the 
weather conditions are favorable, allows visitors to ascend to the Cristo Redentor monument 
(generally from January to March), located at 4,200 meters above sea level, which symbolizes the 
brotherhood between Argentines and Chileans. 
Finally, you return to the city of Mendoza. 
 

 Operational data:  
Duration: 12 hours 
 
Return and night at the hotel. 
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 DAY 03: MENDOZA/ TUPUNGATO 

Breakfast at the hotel. 
 
Pick up from the hotel in Mendoza and transfer at the Estancia Los Chulengos.  
 

 
 

 
In the privileged Uco Valley surrounded by the Andes Mountain 
you will find Estancia Los Chulengos. The ranch is an untouched 
natural beauty located only one and a half hours from the city 
of Mendoza. 
Los Chulengos is a magically unique place, ideal for those who 
want to relax and rest, as well as the perfect place for the more 
adventurous. Here everyone can enjoy activities while being 
surrounded by grand valleys, magnificent peaks of the Andes 
and a beautiful winding river that meanders back and forth 
across the property. 
We, the Palma family, have been opening our gates for the last 
twenty years to share this paradise with our guests, who take 
the front seat and call the shots in this unforgettable 
adventure. 
 
One hundred years ago, the house where we host our guests 
served as a shelter for the livestock tender who cared for the 
cattle, young sheep and horses. The house is a whimsical place, 
with its original architecture intact and a special touch of 
gaucho chic decor; perfect for a warm, enjoyable stay. 
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 Activities:  
-Horseback riding: 
The most sublime moment of our day in 
the country is horseback riding. Our 
majestic and gentle horses carry you to the 
heart of the Andes Mountains, allowing 
you to drink in untouched nature and feel 
the essence of creation. When you’re on 
the back of a horse everything else just 
fades away. You are living in the moment, 
taking in the peaceful silence, the songs of 
the birds, the trickle of stream and the soft 
breeze on your face. 

 
 

 
-Hiking/Trekking 
The calmness of Los Chulengos and the surrounding landscape, invites you to wander along the 
paths through the mountains, breathing in the purest air in the world. Perfect for grounding 
yourself and rejuvenating your soul. 

 
 
Overnight at the ranch 
 

 DAY 04: TUPUNGATO/ MENDOZA 
 
Breakfast at the Ranch 
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Visit Valle de Uco- Full day 
 
The Uco Valley is one of the most 
important productive oases in 
Mendoza. The impressive VALLE DE 
UCO and travel roads to modern 
wineries and conduct tastings of 
internationally awarded wines. The 
Uco Valley composed by the 
departments of San Carlos, Tunuyán 
and Tupungato combines extensive 
valleys and imposing snow-capped 
mountains. 
We will arrive at Andeluna Winery, with a building that enhances the architecture of the area and 
a fascinating history of its creator and his legacy. Here we will make a "Side to Side" visit where we 
will taste two varietals ‘Linea 1300’, two varietals ‘Linea Altitud’ and ‘Pasionado Cuatro Copas’. 
Later we will go to Bodega Salentein, designed with two aspects in mind: form and function. The 
cross shape facilitates a careful handling of the grapes and the wine, while reducing the path that 
both the fruit and its product take through the different stages of production. Each wing 
constitutes in itself a small winery with two levels. (Wineries options are subject to availability) 

 
 
Return at Mendoza city and night at the hotel 
 
 

 DAY 05: MENDOZA  
 

Breakfast at the hotel. 
 
Transfer on time Mendoza Airport. 
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VERY IMPORTANT NOTES 

 
 The program may be modified due to operational issues or weather conditions. 
 The program may be modified according to the booking flights. 
 At the time of booking it is essential to send photocopies of passports. 
 The rates indicated in this quote are subject to change due to the application of 

possible Health & Safety Protocols decreed by the Ministries of Health and 
Transport, especially regarding the number of passengers allowed per boat, 
motorboat and/or vehicle in relation to their capacity.  

 Rates not valid for special dates, please consult.  
 The activities can be carried out, depending on the good weather conditions. 
 The regular tours do not operate every day, so they may be adapted or modified 

according to the date of travel. 
 Foreign passengers not resident in Argentina do not have to pay the value added 

tax (VAT), but in case of no show or cancellation with penalty, the VAT 21% will be 
added to the penalty to be paid. 

 

*03 nights in Mendoza/01 night in ‘Estancia Los Chulengos’ with breakfast in mentioned 
hotels or similar 
* Services and transfers as mentioned above.  
 

*Flights  
*Meals and beverages  
*Everything not mentioned  
*Extras in the hotel  
*Tips  
*Early check-in 
*Late check-out  
*Insurance  
*Personal expenses  
*Optional activities  
*Water bottles 
 

 
 


